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USING THE AMD TAXI CHIPS IN A PARALLEL TO FIBER
INTERFACE

Robert W. Broffel
Computer Sciences Corporation, Edwards AFB, Ca

ABSTRACT

To meet the security constraints for mission control rooms; the rooms must interface to
other systems via fiber optic cable. Analog data from DAC (Digital to Analog Converter)
outputs were initially brought into the rooms on copper wire. This paper outlines the
conversion to fiber optic cable using the AMD TAXI chips in our Optical Digital Interface
(ODI).
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INTRODUCTION

To meet the security constraints for the mission control rooms; the rooms must interface to
outside systems via fiber optic cable. Currently all data except the analog output from the
DAC boxes on the telemetry system is carried in and out of the control rooms on fiber
optic cable.

One proposal was to leave the DAC boxes in the same room as the telemetry systems. The
analog outputs would be converted to fiber in groups of thirty-two and sent to the control
room. It would then be converted back to analog to drive the strip-chart recorders. This
would use at least six fibers. To assure accurate data presentation the support personnel
would have to check the calibration of the DACs, the analog to fiber converters, and the
fiber to analog converters. This would be a burden to quick setup and trouble-shooting
requirements.

BODY

My proposal was to find or build a digital to fiber device. This would take the digital data
that would normally drive the DAC boxes and pass it down an optical fiber to the control
room. At the control room, a receiving unit would output the digital data to the DAC



boxes. The DAC boxes would then convert it to analog and drive the strip-chart recorders.
The only calibration needing to be checked would be that of the DAC boxes themselves.

I spent a number of hours over several weeks searching the Internet for leads to someone
who already had what we needed. I had no luck finding an off-the-shelf system that would
accept the amount (32 to 52 bits) with the volume (2 million samples per second) needed
to meet our requirements.

I then started looking for components that might be combined to give us what we needed.
While looking at data on an AMD TAXI chip; I found the technical manual on its use. In
this manual was an example of how to multiplex thirty-two bits through the chip, eight bits
at a time. There were several problems, peculiar to our systems, the design did not cover.
This necessitated some design changes. I also wanted to be able to expand from thirty-two
to forty-eight bits if needed.

The problems to overcome were:

* Expand to 48 or more bits.

* Insure the data strobe invoked only one transmission.

* Insure the source would not start the next sample before the current one was
transmitted.

* The receiver chips must stay synchronized.

The resulting design for the ODI transmitting unit allows for forty-eight bits to be sent per
sample from the system (figures 1 and 2). The chips are clocked with an off-the-shelf
12MHz oscillator; resulting in a serial rate of 120 million bits per second. Seven bytes (6
data, one sync) are transmitted per sample. The transmitter throughput is approximatly 1.7
million samples per second; resulting in a maximum of 8928 samples per second on each
of the 192 DACs. The system output is running at less than one million samples per second
which allows for some improvements before the ODI impacts the system output rate.

The receiver consists of four to six TAXI receiver chips wired in the cascade mode (Figure
3). According to the manual; this is only available in the commercial temperature 125Mb
chips. The ODI receiving unit is expandable from the normal thirty-two bits to forty-eight
bits by inserting two additional TAXI chips on the board. The receiver drives two DAC
boxes, through short ribbon cables, to provide a total of 192 DACs (24 strip charts of 8
pins each).



Both boards were fabricated on double-sided fiberglass by the Edwards AFB Engineering
Support section.

This interface is unidirectional and uses only one fiber per system to control room
connection. There is no error checking or correcting involved as none was available on the
normal interface.

The Hewlett-Packard HFBR-1115/2115 modules are used to interface the TAXI chips to
the standard 62.5/125 fiber runs in our building. The basic optical characteristics of the
H.P. modules are shown in the tables reproduced at the end of this document.

CONCLUSION

The use of these interfaces allows us to eliminate the waiver required to pass the DAC
data on copper wire into the mission control rooms. The local design and fabrication saves
the Air Force the expense of putting out a request and managing the resulting additional
contract.
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